We report a quantum chemical characterization of the non-natural (synthetic) H-bonded base pair formed by 6-amino-5-nitro-2(1H)-pyridone (Z) and 2-amino-imidazo [1,2-a]-1,3,5-triazin-4(8H)-one (P). The Z:P base pair, orthogonal to the classical G:C base pair, has been introduced in DNA molecules for expanding the genetic code. Our results indicate that the Z:P base pair closely mimics the G:C base pair both in terms of structure and stability. To clarify the role of the NO 2 group on the C5 position of the Z base, we compared the stability of the Z:P base pair with that of base pairs having different functional groups at the C5 position of Z. Our results indicate that the electron donating/withdrawing properties of the group on C5 has a clear impact on the stability of the Z:P base pair, with the strong electron withdrawing nitro group achieving the largest stabilizing effect on the H-bonding interaction, and the strong electron donating NH 2 group destabilizing the Z:P pair by almost 4 kcal/mol. Finally, our gas phase and in water calculations confirm that the Z-nitro group reinforces the stacking interaction with its adjacent purine or pyrimidine ring.
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shuffled. 31, 32 It is to be remarked that DNA containing these Z and P non-natural bases can be amplified by polymerase with very high fidelity (99.8% per cycle). 31, 32 This fidelity is due to the fact that Z and P nucleotides form natural stacking interaction, which is highly similar to the ones adopted by Watson-Crick pairs. 31, 32 This allows the incorporation of multiple non-natural base pairs adjacent to one another, without perturbing the fundamental DNA duplex structure. 32 Moreover, it has also been shown that Z:P-containing DNA can adopt both the A-and the classical B-form structures. 32 Finally, a RNA riboswitch with a Z:P pair replacing a C:G pair has also been recently shown to preserve its conformation and ligand affinity. 33 From the structural point of view, the minor groove of the Z:P base pair is very similar to that of natural A:T and G:C base pairs, thus these nonnatural base pairs could efficiently interact with polymerases. 31, 32 A unique feature associated with Z:P containing DNA is imparted by the Z-nitro group present at the major groove of the Z base, which could potentially be exploited for recognition by proteins. 31, 32 Moreover, it was suggested that the strong electron withdrawing nitro group stabilizes the nucleoside derivatives against epimerization, 34 and that it could influence both the H-bonding and the stacking potential in the DNA structure. Nevertheless, all these considerations lack a formal quantification based on electronic structure methods, which proved extremely useful to characterize bases pairing and stacking in natural nucleic acids. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] To fill this gap and to complement the reported structural studies, 32 we decided to perform quantum mechanics calculations. Following an approach we used to evaluate the impact of natural and non-natural modifications on H-bonding base pairing, 36, 38 we initially focused on the effect of the modification on the geometry and energetics of the base pair, and compared them with the standard G:C Watson Crick pair. The final goal is to understand to which extent the non-natural Z:P pair differs from the G:C pair, since the H-bond pairing has to respect stability criteria, balancing between a too weak pairing, that could induce instability in the non-natural DNA, and a too strong pairing, that could result in difficult processability by the enzyme machinery.
Furthermore, to have a better understanding of the dependence of the H-bonding capability of the Z:P base pair on the nature of the substituent at the C5 position, we also analyzed the modified Z base bearing functional groups possessing different electronic properties, which can be quantified by the values of the Hammett constant, σ P . 51 The first two functional groups we studied are the cyano (-CN) and the trimethyl-fluoride (-CF 3 ) groups, which are strong electron withdrawing as the nitro group, and have been previously studied extensively for different applications in context of nucleic acid structures. [52] [53] [54] [55] In particular, the 5-CN-Z:P base pair has been designed to study the influence of a different electron withdrawing group (cyano versus nitro) on epimerization and enzymatic incorporation of substituted Z:P pair. 56 Next, we focused on the formyl (-CHO) and carboxyl (-COOH) groups, which are much less electron withdrawing and that also preserve the intramolecular H-bond, similar to the one observed between the amino and the nitro group in the parent Z base, see Figure 2 . These formyl and carboxyl moieties have also been very well studied in case of epigenetic modifications, in particular C5 atom modification of cytosine in the context of DNA structures.
57,58
Next, we focused on the electron donating methoxy (-OMe) and amino (-NH 2 ) group at the C5 position, as -NO 2 and NH 2 are at the extremes of the Hammett scale, 51 which measures the electron donor and withdrawing capability of substituents. This will allow us to understand to which extent the electronics and the H-bonding properties of the Z base can be tuned. Finally, the analysis is completed by considering the impact of a halide substituent, F, Cl and Br, on the C5 atom of the Z base, again to examine the influence of functional groups that can differently impact the electron density on the base. For all these systems we considered the classic Watson-Crick (cWW) geometry, and studied the systems both in gas phase and in water. As a final remark, we also studied the modeled Z:P tWW base pair, that can be accommodated in parallel stranded nucleic acid structures.
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Models and Computational Details.
To investigate the stability of the non-natural modified base pairs under study, we have modeled the H-bonded modified base pairs and calculated their interaction energy using density functional theory and post-HF methods.
Modeling the interaction system. We first focused on studying the impact on H-bonding of a novel Z:P pair compared to the classical G:C pair. For this, we just took into account the 6-amino-5-nitro-2(1H)-pyridone heterocycle (Z) H-bonded to the 2-amino-imidazo[1,2-a]-1,3,5-triazin-4(8H)one heterocycle (P) (i.e. Z:P cWW). Next, we studied the impact of different C5 substituents on the 'Z' moiety that is H-bonded to 'P'. Next, to study the impact of the electron withdrawing nitro group on the H-bonding stability of Z:P base pair, we replaced the nitro group with a hydrogen, forming 5-H-Z:P base pair. Finally, the effect on the C5 position of the Z-moiety of different substituents, namely -CN, -CF 3 , -COOH, -CHO, -OMe, -NH 2 , -F, -Cl and -Br, was also studied (see corresponding to G:C cWW and Z:P cWW were built from the crystallographic structure with PDB ID: 4XNO. 59 For other base pairs, respective functionalities were introduced at the C5 position of the 'Z' base. Thus, in total, we modeled 10 different combinations of the non-natural modified base pair systems. The glycosidic bonds of the described base pairs are disposed in the 'cis' orientation, which corresponds to the geometry pertinent to antiparallel stranded (aps) DNA structure.
To study the impact of the Z:P pair on the parallel stranded nucleic acid structures, in addition to the above described calculations, we also modeled the Z:P base pair considering a 'trans' orientation of the glycosidic bonds. It has to be remarked that, for building the parallel stranded nucleic acid, isoguanine-cytosine and/or guanine-isocytosine pairs have been used instead of the standard guanine-cytosine pair. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] Therefore, for similarity to isoguanine (iG) and isocytosine (iC), we modeled isoP and isoZ, where the carbonyl and amino groups have been flipped with respect to the geometry of 'P' and 'Z' respectively, see Figure 2 . Thus, two base pairs were considered. The former being iZ:P tWW, the latter being iP:Z tWW. Finally, to study the impact of the nitro group present on the C5 atom of Z, we replaced the nitro group with a hydrogen atom. In total, 6 modified base pairing combinations that can be accommodated in parallel stranded nucleic acids were modeled. For all the model systems described above, the base pairs are truncated at the C1' atom of the ribose. This is the standard approach used in literature.
QM calculations. Geometry optimizations were performed within a density functional theory approach, based on the hybrid B3LYP functional, [65] [66] [67] as implemented in the Gaussian09 package.
The correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-ζ cc-pVTZ basis set 68 was used for all the geometry optimizations in gas phase as well as in water, modeled with the C-PCM continuum solvation model. 69 Since dispersion interactions might contribute differently to the stability of the base pairs under study, we also added Grimme D3 correction term to the electronic energy. 70 Interaction energies were calculated on the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries at the second order Møller-Plesset (MP2) 71 level of theory using the augmented aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. For these calculations, we took advantage of the faster RIMP2 72 method as implemented in Turbomole 6.1 package, with water modeled with the continuum solvation model COSMO. 69 All the interaction energies were corrected for the basis set super position error (BSSE), 73 using the counterpoise procedure. 73 Thus, the interaction energy E Int is calculated as in Eq. 1: where E Complex is the electronic energies of the optimized M1:M2 base pair, and E M1 and E M2 are the electronic energy of the isolated geometries of the M1 and M2 bases, and BSSE is the basis set superposition error. Within this approach, the deformation energy, which is the energy required to deform the bases from the isolated geometry to the geometry they have in the base pair, is included in our calculations. This is a rather standard approach used in this kind of calculations. 35, 39, 41, 44, [48] [49] [50] In the present study, we also derived the interaction energies in water, which were calculated using the same recipe as suggested by Sponer and coworkers. 48, 74 To have an immediate and intuitive understanding of the impact of a specific modification, we introduced the modification energy, E Mod , 36, 38 defined as the energy difference between the interaction energy of the modified and of the corresponding natural base pair (in this specific case Z:P base pair), as shown in Eq. 2.
Within this definition, positive and negative E Mod values indicate modifications that decrease or increase the stability of a specific base pair, respectively.
Electron density analysis.
Comparative analysis of the electron density of the Z:P base pair and of the C5-substituted Z base in 5-X-Z:P modified base pairs was performed as follows. First, the geometry of the Z-P base pair was optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. For the sake of easier analysis, 42 C S symmetry, with the symmetry plane coincident with the Z:P base pair plane, was imposed to the systems, and the electron density analysis was performed in the symmetry plane.
After optimization, we compared the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ electron densities of the modified 5X-Z:P base pair, ρ
5-x-ZP
, and that of the non-modified Z:P base pair with the geometry it has in the 5-X-Z:P base pair , ρ
. In other words, we took the optimized geometry of the 5-X-Z:P base pair, and we replaced nitro group present at C5 with different functional groups, referred as 'X' Further, the functional group 'X' was optimized, freezing the coordinates of the common atoms as in natural Z:P base pair. With this approach, the heavy atom skeleton of the 5-X-Z:P and Z:P base pair is identical and can be perfectly superimposed. This is fundamental to avoid noise in the analysis of the electron density difference, ρ
Evaluation of Stacking Interactions:
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We evaluated the base-base stacking interaction energy as described in equation (1), using the DLPNO-CCSD(T) method with cc-PVTZ basis set and BSSE correction. We kept default parameters as implemented in the Orca suite of programs.
Results and Discussion:
Ten Figure 3 , where H-bonding distances in gas and in water are also shown. A hypothetical geometry of the Z:P base pair in the tWW orientation has also been studied, which corresponds to a geometry pertinent to parallel stranded nucleic acid molecules. For construction of a parallel stranded nucleic acid, isoguanine-cytosine (iG:C) and/or guanine-isocytosine (G:iC) pairs have been employed instead of the standard guanine-cytosine (G:C) base pair. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] Similarly to isoguanine (iG) and isocytosine (iC), we modeled isoP and isoZ, where the carbonyl and amino groups have been flipped with respect to the geometry of 'P' and 'Z' respectively, see Figure 2 .
Thus, two possible base pairs were considered: iZ:P tWW and iP:Z tWW.
The geometries of iG:C and iC:G are very similar to Z:iP and iZ:P, respectively, with the differences in optimized H-bonds within 0.15 Å. Moving to the interaction strengths, the modeled Z:iP tWW geometry is slightly more stable than the iG:C tWW geometry with E Mod of -0.72 and -0.77 kcal/mol in gas phase and in water respectively. In contrast, the P:iZ tWW base pair is marginally less stable than G:iC tWW, with an E Mod of +0.05 and +0.35 kcal/mol in gas phase and in water. The geometric and energetics comparison of the above base pairs clearly points out the comparable stability of the Z:P pairing, thus reinforcing the experimental evidence that the Z:P base pair can potentially fit into a duplex DNA without perturbing its structure, nicely mimicking the G:C base pair in terms of structure and stability. This is an important point, since it indicates how well the Z:P base pair matches the fundamental requirements for being processed by the enzyme machinery.
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Studying the Impact of Different Substituents on the C5 atom of 'Z' base in Z:P base pair
A unique feature associated with Z:P containing DNA is imparted by the nitro group present on the C5 atom in the major groove of the Z base. 32 To study the impact of the nitro group on the Z:P pair, we modeled a series of substituents at the C5 site of the Z base in place of the nitro group, see Figure   1 . The first geometry corresponds to the Z:P pair with the nitro group on the C5 atom of the Z base replaced by a simple hydrogen atom. We refer to this geometry as 5-H-Z:P base pair. The optimized geometry of 5-H-Z:P is quite similar to that of Z:P, with H-bond differences within 0. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 11 electron densities of both the systems. Figure 4 reports the difference of the electron density in the gas phase between the Z:P and the 5-H-Z:P base pairs. Inspection of Figure 4a clearly indicates that the nitro group at the C5 position substantially decreases electron density on groups at the ortho and para positions, i.e. around the O2 and N4 atoms of Z. This phenomenon, which can be easily explained in terms of resonance formulas involving the π molecular orbitals scheme in the 6-membered aromatic ring of Z, has a dual effect. On one side, it reduces the H-bonding accepting ability of the O2 atom, which weakens the bases paring, while on the other side, it makes the N4 amino group a stronger H-bond donor. As for the N3 group in the meta position, inductive effects through the σ-bonds of the 6-membered aromatic ring of Z make it a better H-bond donor. Support to this analysis is also given by a comparison of the H-bond distances in the 5-H-Z:P and Z:P pairs. In fact, the H-bond involving the N4 group of Z is shortened in presence of the nitro group, whereas the H-bond involving the O2 group of Z is elongated in presence of the nitro group. The balance of these effects results in an overall stabilizing effect of the nitro group.
A similar analysis was also performed on tWW orientation of base pairs, which could be employed Electron density difference, in the base plane, between the Z:P base pair presenting a nitro substituent on the C5 atom, and the 5-H-Z:P base pair. Density difference curves are plotted between −0.02 and 0.02 a.u., with a spacing of 0.001 a.u. Blue (red) lines refer to negative (positive) density difference curves, i.e., to areas where the base pair including the substituted 'Z' presents reduced (increased) electron density as compared to the Z:P base pair.
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Intrigued by the above results, which clearly indicate the non-innocent role of the substituent on the C5 position of Z, we modeled a series of different substituents, with varying electronic properties, at the C5 position of the Z base. The first two functional groups we studied are the cyano (-CN) and trimethyl-fluoride (-CF 3 ), resulting in the 5-CN-Z:P and 5-CF 3 -Z:P base pairs. The cyano and trifluoro-methyl functional groups possess similar electronic properties to that of nitro group (i.e. strongly electron withdrawing), and have been extensively studied previously for different applications in the context of nucleic acid structures. [52] [53] [54] [55] As expected, the geometry of the 5-CN-Z:P and 5-CF 3 -Z:P base pairs is very similar to that of the Z:P base pair, with H-bond differences within 0.04 Å. As for the interaction energies, the 5-CN-Z:P and 5-CF 3 -Z:P base pairs have a comparable stability, with E mod of -0.21 and +0.21 kcal/mol in gas phase and of +0.14 and +0.25 kcal/mol in water, respectively, as compared to the Z:P base pair. This confirms that a strong electron withdrawing group on the C5 atom of the Z base is essential to tune the energy of the Z:P pair on values comparable to the classical G:C pair in the DNA structure, see Table 1 .
Next, we focused on the still strong π-withdrawing formyl (-CHO) and carboxyl (-COOH) groups, which also preserve the intra H-bond between the C5 substituent and the N4 amino group of Z, see Next, to have a more comprehensive picture, we also investigated a series of halogens (fluoro, chloro and bromo) on the C5 atom of the Z base, again to examine the influence of functional groups that can differently impact the electron density on the Z-base, and, in turn, on the Z:P base pair. Finally, the analysis is completed by considering the impact of the strong electron donating -OMe and amino (-NH 2 ) groups, as these two strongly electron donating functional groups are at the opposite extremes of the Hammet scale, relative to the nitro group. 51 Focusing on the optimized geometry of base pairs including halogen substituents, a systematic slight elongation of the N4(Z)-O6(P) H-bond, within 0.08 Ǻ, is observed as compared to the Z:P pair.
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Moving to gas phase energies, a significant destabilization effect, with E mod within +1.99 kcal/mol, is observed for the base pairs presenting a halogen at the C5 position of the Z base. However, due to solvent screening effects, the E mod is reduced to +0.34 kcal/mol in water calculations, again indicating a destabilization effect as compared to Z:P base pair. Similarly to the halogen substituents, in the 5-NH2-Z:P pair, the N4(Z)-O6(P) H-bond is elongated by 0.10 Ǻ in gas phase, accompanied by a large destabilization effect, with E mod of +3.12 kcal/mol and +0.78 kcal/mol in gas phase and in water, respectively.
Since the above analyses indicated that electron withdrawing groups at the C5 position stabilize the Z:P pair, whereas electron donating groups have a destabilizing effect, we decided to plot the Interaction energy versus the Hammet constant σ P , in order to verify if an insightful relation between
Interaction energy and σ P could be obtained. Gratifyingly, we found a remarkable linear correlation, with R 2 = 0.83, over the whole Hammett scale, see Figure 5 , clearly indicating the fundamental role of the nitro group in the original Z base to confer the Z:P pair a stability comparable to the natural G:C pair. Further, the plot of Figure 5 can be used to foresee the impact of different substituents if modifications of the original Z:P pair are designed. Visual inspection of the X-ray structure with PDB ID: 4XNO clearly indicated that the NO 2 group of Z in A-DNA facilitates stacking interactions with the purine or pyrimidine ring of the nucleobase adjacent to it, probably contributing to the stability of DNA in the A-form. 32 To support this proposal, we decided to quantify the role of the nitro group of the Z base on the stacking of Z with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 14 other bases. To this end, we evaluated the relative base-base stacking energy (annotated as X//Y) of Z//P and Z//Z, and we compared it to the base-base stacking energy of 5-H-Z//P and 5-H-Z//Z. Since optimization of stacked bases often lead to too large geometrical distortions, [77] [78] [79] [80] particularly in the absence of the nitro group, we preferred to freeze the geometry as in the crystallographic structure.
For this reason, geometry optimization was confined to optimization of the hydrogen atoms only.
The final geometries are shown in Figure 6 . The main result we obtained is that the Z//P stacked geometry is clearly more stable both in gas phase and in water, by -2.12 and -1.61 kcal/mol, than the 5-H-Z//P geometry, which strongly supports the key role played by the Z-NO 2 group in inducing this stacking geometry. Similarly, the Z//Z geometry is more stable, by -1.61 and -2.48 kcal/mol in gas phase and in water, respectively, than the 5-H-Z//Z geometry. To conclude, our preliminary calculations match very well the experimental observation of preferential stacking of the Z-nitro group with adjacent purine or pyrimidine rings, which, in turn, would result in an increased stability of the A-DNA structure. 
Conclusions
In this work we have examined the stability of the non-natural Z:P base pair in the gas-phase and in water, and we found it to be comparable to the stability of the G:C pair. Further, the C1'-C1' distance of the freely optimized Z:P pair substantially matches the C1'-C1' distance of the freely optimized G:C pair. These results allow concluding that the Z:P pair closely mimics the G:C pair in terms of geometry and stability. To dissect the role of the nitro group on the geometry and stability 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 15 of the Z:P base pair, we compared a series of substituents at the C5 position of the Z base, having different electron donor/withdrawing properties. According to our calculations, the functional group on C5 of the Z base has a substantial impact on the Z:P base pair, with electron withdrawing groups stabilizing the H-bonded Z:P base pair. Indeed, changing the nature of the Z group at the C5 position from NO 2 to NH 2 allows tuning the stability of the Z:P base pair in a window of 4 kcal/mol. Finally, our calculations confirm that the Z-nitro group facilitates stacking interaction with the aromatic ring of adjacent purine or pyrimidine bases, thus imparting to the Z base unique structural properties DNA. In conclusion, our work allows cataloguing the synthetic Z:P base pair as a close mimic of the G:C base pair. Overall, these properties clarify the ability of the Z:P pair to effectively be used as another coding element in a six nucleotide genetic alphabet. 12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
